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The Angus^ltotel dominates a prime location/at the intersection of Western and 
Selby Avenues in the Saint Anthony Hill area of Saint Paul. The structure is 
divided into four distinct five storey masses separated by airways and linked on 
street level by stone arches. The corner portion forms the focal point and 
pivotal element of the building; it is dominated by a tower. The other three 
portions (one fronting on Western.Avenue and two on Selby) are identical in mass 
and architectural treatment.

Architecturally, the Angus Hotel represents the high Victorian eclectic tastes 
of the late 1880s. A combination of materials is used throughout to accomplish 
design effect. Red pressed brick is used in the upper four storeys over a street 
level of rusticated pinkish Bayfield sandstone. Accent is provided by elaborate 
pressed metal, bay windows which extend above the street level to the roof. The 
roof line is highlighted by a corbelled brick cornice above which is a handsomely 
moulded parapet of galvanized iron and copper. Each storey is defined by a belt- 
course of brick or stone which continues around diminutive tournels at the corners. 
These are surmounted by slate cone-shaped roofs; the similarly designed large 
cone over the major corner tower has been removed.

The street level retains original openings for fenestration. This level is 
devoted to commercial space, lobbies, dining rooms and food preparation*areas. 
The interior of the building is constructed as to provide against spread of fire. 
Each area is isolated from the others by twenty-inch firewalls and floors packed 
with mineral wool. Stairways are of iron.

When constructed in 1887v/the building was designed as apartments or flats. 
Each flat comprised five or six large rooms. The flats were accessible from 
private halls which branch off from the reception halls on each floor; these 
reception halls were provided with elevator access. Each flat was arranged to 
allow the parlor to have a large bay window with stained glass transoms and a 
fireplace with a cherry mantel. Other woodwork throughout is of oak. Besides 
the parlor were a dining room, chambers, bathroom, and kitchen. Kitchens in this 
building were considered extremely modern in that gas stoves were provided for 
cooking. In addition, the landlord provided curtains for all windows to insure 
uniformity when viewed from the exterior.

In 189 J, the apartments were converted into hotel rooms and suites, however 
relatively little physical alteration was necessary. Also at that time the 
lobbies were paneled with oak and beveled rmirrors of geometric design were \f 
installed. Since 1893 the building functioned as a hotel until it closed in 1971. 
It was then in a deteriorated condition, however the 1893 fixtures, decorative 
treatment, room arrangements, and exterior architectural elements remained. 
The property was purchased in 1973 and work is now in progress, to restore the 
street level and apartments to their 1880s appearance,-
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Sainf Paul architects Hermann Ktfltz and William H. Thomas were commissioned 
in 1887^0 design the Blair Flats at the request of a progressive property owner 
namedV^rank P. Blair. The building was exemplary of current tastes in the high 
Victorian mode of architectural design and at the time of completion was 
considered one of the most fashionable apartment buildings in Saint Paul, It was 
noted in 1888 for high quality workmanship, comfort, convenience, and modern 
amenities. The cost totaled over $300,000.

The building was described with reference to Blair f s enterprise in 1888; "It 
is situated in one of the most fashionable neighborhoods of the city, and is 
passed, upon either side, by a principal horsecar line and cable road, making 
it so accessible that it is practically downtown, and yet enjoys the fresh air 
and residential surroundings. The man who had the courage to put enough capital 
into this building to make it, in every respect, a house of many homes, free 
from the serious objections found in a poorly -planned, cheaply- constructed building, 
is Mr. F.P. Blair, who has made ?his money in Saint Paul and* is investing it here."

In 1893 the Blair was converted into a hotel and re-named the Albion. It 
was during this time that the apartments were transformed into suites and the 
building operated as a residential hotel. In 1911, the hotej^changed ownership - 
and name. It was purchased by transportation magnet Thoihtfs Lowry. and re-named 
the Angus Hotelv/£b commemorate one of Lowry's oil "wells* i The Angus remained 
in Lowry's hands until 1918. From that point the hotel changed hands a number 
of times and the once- fashionable neighborhood went through transition and 
deterioration. The hotel closed in 1971. .,

Presently undergoing restoration, the Angus Hotel is both architecturally 
and commercially significant in the history of Saint Paul. It is basically 
unchanged since its conversion from apartments to hotel in 1893 and is one of 
Saint Paul's most recognized examples of fashionable Victorian architecture. 
The Angus Hotel also exemplifies a bygone lifestyle and economic character of 
a neighborhood, as well as efforts of entrepeneurs such as Frank P. Blair to 
develop profitable enterprises in Saint Paul.
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